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It is often stated that heat baths with finite degrees of freedom i.e., finite baths, are sources of Tsallis distributions
for classical Hamiltonian systems. By using well-known fundamental statistical mechanics expressions, we
rigorously show that Tsallis distributions with fat tails are possible only for finite baths with constant negative
heat capacity, while constant positive heat capacity finite baths yield decays with sharp cutoff with no fat tails.
However, the correspondence between Tsallis distributions and finite baths holds at the expense of violating the
equipartition theorem for finite classical systems at equilibrium. We comment on the implications of the finite
bath for the recent attempts towards a q-generalized central limit theorem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a great deal of effort has been put into the
construction of a nonextensive thermostatistics based on the
Tsallis entropies

Sq(p) =
∫
d� pq(�) − 1

1 − q
,

where � and p(�) denote the phase space variables and
the probability distribution, respectively [1]. The Tsallis q

distributions are obtained from the maximization of the Tsallis
entropies by the internal energy E calculated from either
E = ∫

d� p(�)H or

E =
∫
d� pq(�)H∫
d� pq(�)

,

where H is the Hamiltonian. The former are called ordinary
Tsallis distributions and are of the form 1/ expq(γqH ) (γq

being a positive constant) apart from normalization, where
expq(x) = [1 + (1 − q)x]1/(1−q)

+ with [x]+ = max{0,x}. The
latter are escort Tsallis distributions of the form expq(−γqH ),
omitting the normalization constant.

Despite these efforts, however, the true origin of Tsallis
distributions in statistical mechanics is elusive. In contrast,
there seems to be agreement on an important and very intuitive
statistical mechanics source of Tsallis distributions, namely,
heat baths with a finite number of degrees of freedom, simply
called finite baths [1–9]. A brief history of the previous at-
tempts is important to shed light on this extensively researched
subject and to determine the context of the present paper among
them. An early work that drew attention to the uses of finite
baths for Tsallis statistics is Ref. [2]. The importance of the
finite baths in this context for negative heat capacities was
mentioned in Refs. [3,4], while emphasis of the requirement
of ergodicity for finite baths in particular is found in Ref. [5].
Their use to interpolate between the microcanonical and
canonical ensembles without a violation of the equipartition
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theorem was further elaborated in Refs. [6,7]. However, despite
the distribution being q exponential, Ref. [7] notes that the
associated entropy is the Rényi entropy, which is additive,
contrary to the Tsallis entropy. In this connection, Ref. [8] is
noteworthy in showing that the entropy can be either Tsallis
or Rényi entropy depending on whether the thermodynamic
probability of the isolated system or the canonical (finite)
subsystem-reservoir probability is factorized. The possible
role of Rényi entropy for finite baths is further, albeit implicitly,
suggested in [9], since a superstatistical approach shows
that the relevant entropy for the finite baths seems to be
additive.

According to this view, a system coupled to a finite heat
bath attains an inverse power-law distribution in the form
of q-exponential decays for any of the two branches of
the nonextensivity parameter q: q > 1 and q < 1. The heat
capacity of the bath can be found as 1

1−q
or 1

q−1 , depending
on which Tsallis distributions are used, i.e., ordinary or escort.
Since the range of admissible q values can be both above
and below the value q = 1, the heat bath can have both
positive and negative heat capacity values. Despite seeming
counterintuitive at first, the possibility of systems with negative
heat capacity was first pointed out by Lynden-Bell and
Wood [10,11] and later investigated theoretically by Thirring,
who showed that microcanonical ensembles can in fact have
negative specific heats [12]. Important contributions in this
context have also been presented by Gross, who emphasized
the fact that the microcanonical ensembles are fundamental
since they do not rely on the assumptions of additivity or
extensivity [13]. Recently, negative heat capacity expressions
have also been found in one-dimensional evaporation models
and long-range quantum spin systems in optical lattices
treated as microcanonical ensembles [14,15]. Experimental
measurements of the negative microcanonical heat capacity
have been carried out with small clusters of sodium atoms
near the solid to liquid transition and liquid to gas transition
for the cluster of hydrogen ions [16,17]. As expected, when
q = 1, q-exponential decays become ordinary exponential
distributions and simultaneously the heat bath attains infinite
heat capacity [3,4].
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In order to obtain the aforementioned results, one assumes
that a subsystem (simply called system from now on) em-
bedded in a finite heat bath interacts weakly and together
they form the total system. Then the total system can be
treated microcanonically. In treating subsystems in contact
with an infinite reservoir, one can choose either the phase space
surface � or volume � as the appropriate measure without
loss of generality since these two yield the same results in
the thermodynamic limit [18]. However, when dealing with
systems of finite degrees of freedom, one should consider two
phase space measures separately since these two measures
might yield different results. Therefore, a rigorous study of
the finite baths must take into account both ordinary and
escort Tsallis distributions and phase space volume and surface
demarcation into account.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we outline the general microcanonical approach that will
be used throughout the paper. In Sec. III we present the
results by considering all possibilities, i.e., ordinary and escort
distributions as well as phase space volume and surface
demarcations together with the positivity or negativity of the
total energy. Finally, a summary is presented in Sec. IV.

II. MICROCANONICAL APPROACH

We begin by considering a system weakly coupled to an-
other one acting as a (finite) bath so that the total Hamiltonian is
assumed to be ergodic. Despite the presence of the interaction
between the system and bath, the total system, i.e., system plus
bath, is assumed to be isolated. The Hamiltonian of the total
system is given as

Htot(x,p,X,P) = HS(x,p) + HB(X,P) + h(x,X), (1)

where HS(x,p) and HB(X,P) denote the system and bath
Hamiltonians, respectively, interacting with one another
through the interaction term h(x,X). The system and bath
phase space coordinates are respectively given by x =
{x1, . . . ,xNS

}, p = {p1, . . . ,pNS
} and X = {X1, . . . ,XNB

}, P =
{P1, . . . ,PNB

}, where {xi ,pi}NS

i=1,{Xi ,Pi}NB

i=1 ∈ RD , D being the
dimensionality of the space. The system and bath Hamiltonians
in particular read

HS(x,p) =
NS∑
i=1

p2
i

2m
+ VS(x),

(2)

HB(X,P) =
NB∑
i=1

P2
i

2M
+ VB(X),

where VS(x) and VB(X) are the interactions within the system
and bath. From here on, the positivity of the system energy
ES is assumed. Moreover, the Boltzmann constant is set equal
to dimensionless unity so that the temperature has the same
dimension as energy.

The marginal probability distribution p(x,p) of finding the
system S in a particular state with positive energy ES reads [18]

p(x,p) = �B(Etot − HS(x,p))
�tot(Etot)

= c�B (Etot − HS(x,p)), (3)

where c is the normalization constant given by the inverse of
the density of states of the total system, i.e.,

�tot(Etot) =
∫

dx dp dX dP δ(Etot − Htot(x,p,X,P)). (4)

Here δ denotes the Dirac delta function. Similarly, the density
of states of the bath is given by

�B(EB) =
∫

dX dP δ(EB − HB(X,P)), (5)

where EB is the energy of the finite bath. Before proceeding,
we further assume that the finite bath has constant heat
capacity, i.e., CB = EB

TB
. However, the heat capacity of the

system, in full generality, is given by the expression CS(TS) =
∂ES (TS )

∂TS
, TS being the temperature of the system. The system

temperature becomes equal to that of the bath only when the
heat capacity of the bath is infinite.

The probability distribution p(x,p) of the system in Eq. (3),
due to the expression of the density of states of the bath in
Eq. (5), involves the Dirac δ function, which is even, i.e.,
δ(x) = δ(−x). Therefore, the Dirac δ function enforces two
distinct cases: either Etot − HS � 0 or Etot − HS < 0. Since
the marginal system distribution is finally obtained by identify-
ing EB = Etot − HS , one must consider both cases of the finite
bath possessing constant positive and negative energies, or due
to the relation CB = EB

TB
, constant positive or negative finite

heat capacities. It is important to understand the constraints
imposed on the system’s probability distribution due to these
two possibilities: Considering the case Etot − HS � 0, one
can see that the system energy at most can be equal to Etot.
This in turn implies that the probability distribution of the
system in weak contact with a finite bath possessing positive
heat capacity must have a cutoff at HS = Etot. This constraint
excludes the possibility of the system distribution having fat
tails. Therefore, if fat power-law tails should ever emerge in
this context, this must be the case when the constant heat
capacity of the finite bath (or equivalently the heat bath energy
EB) is negative, i.e., Etot − HS < 0.

In order to proceed further, one must have an explicit
expression for the density of states of the bath composed
of finite classical particles. This expression can be shown to
have the form �B(EB) ∼ |EB |k with exponent k apart from
some multiplicative positive constant [3,4,19]. The absolute
value is needed to ensure the positivity of the density of
states. Calculating the temperature of the finite bath with
T −1

B = ∂ ln(�B )
∂EB

and comparing it with the expression CB = EB

TB
,

we see that the exponent k is equal to the finite heat capacity
of the bath CB so that

�B(EB) ∼ |EB |CB , (6)

where the finite heat bath capacity can be positive (i.e., Etot −
HS � 0) or negative (i.e., Etot − HS < 0).

At this point, we remind the reader of an important fact: One
should consider both the density of states � and the volume
of the phase space � since these two measures might yield
different results when dealing with systems of finite degrees
of freedom although they are equivalent in the thermodynamic
limit [20]. The two measures are related to one another by

�(E) = ∂ �(E)

∂E
. (7)
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The equation above yields �B(EB) ∼ |EB |CB+1 for a constant
heat capacity bath. Therefore, by using T −1

B = ∂ ln(�B )
∂EB

and

comparing with the expression CB = EB

TB
, we obtain an

important relation

C�
B + 1 = C�

B , (8)

which is valid as long as the heat capacity of the finite bath
is constant. The superscripts denote the quantities calculated
through the density of states � ≡ �B or phase space volume
� ≡ �B .

III. FINITE BATH AND TSALLIS DISTRIBUTIONS

Having outlined the general microcanonical approach to the
totality of the system plus bath, we now explore the constant
positive and negative heat capacity possibilities distinctly.

A. Case EB � 0

This case, i.e., Etot − HS � 0, corresponds to the marginal
system distribution stemming from the identification EB =
Etot − HS � 0. In other words, the (finite) system is now cou-
pled to a finite bath with positive energy and therefore constant
positive heat capacity CB . Therefore, the system energy can
attain at most the value Etot, for which a necessary cutoff
condition has to be respected in the probability distribution
of the system. In fact, using Eqs. (3) and (6), we obtain the
marginal probability distribution of the system

p(x,p) = c(Etot − HS(x,p))C
�
B , (9)

This distribution can be cast into the form of an escort q

exponential by identifying α−1
q := (1 − q)Etot and

C�
B = 1

1 − q
(10)

so that

p(x,p) ∼ expq ( − αqHS(x,p)) (11)

apart from the normalization. Considering consistently the
conditions above together with αq > 0, we obtain the follow-
ing range of validity for the nonextensivity index q:

C�
B T �

B + ES > 0

ES > 0

C�
B T �

B > 0

αq > 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒

T �
B

1−q
+ ES > 0

ES > 0
T �

B

1−q
> 0

1
1−q

> 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒ q < 1,

(12)

with T �
B > 0. Accordingly, the distribution in Eq. (11) for

q < 1 represents a sharp decay with a cutoff at Etot = HS in
the argument excluding the possibility of fat tails.

In contrast, in terms of the ordinary q-exponential distribu-
tions, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

p(x,p) ∼ 1

expq (εqHS(x,p))
, (13)

with ε−1
q := (q − 1)Etot and

C�
B = 1

q − 1
. (14)

With the condition εq > 0 now, the following range of validity
for the index q is found:

C�
B T �

B + ES > 0

ES > 0

C�
B T �

B > 0

εq > 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒

T �
B

q−1 + ES > 0

ES > 0
T �

B

q−1 > 0
1

q−1 > 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒ q > 1,

(15)

with T �
B > 0. The distribution in Eq. (15) for q > 1 again

represents a sharp decay with a cutoff at HS = Etot in the
argument excluding the possibility of fat tails. These results
show that the adoption of ordinary or escort q distributions
does not change the form of the probability distribution of
the system. The choice between the two aforementioned
distributions is only related to the intervals of q values since
they are related to one another through the relation 2 − q (for
more details on this issue, see Refs. [21,22]). Note also that the
same calculations above can be redone in terms of C�

B by using
Eq. (8), but it can be observed that the adoption of C�

B does
not change the shape of the system distribution. The related
intervals in Eqs. (12) and (15) change to q < 1 ∧ q > 2 and
q < 0 ∧ q > 1, respectively.

B. Case EB < 0

This case implies a finite bath with constant negative
heat capacity since now EB = Etot − HS < 0. To ensure the
negativity of the finite bath energy, Etot must always be
negative, so the system distribution does not have a cutoff
now. Using again Eqs. (3) and (6), the marginal probability
distribution of the system reads

p(x,p) = c(HS(x,p) − Etot)
C�

B . (16)

This distribution can be cast into the form of an escort
q exponential by the identification (10) so that we have
(11) apart from the normalization. Considering consistently
the conditions above together with αq > 0, we obtain the
following range of validity for the nonextensivity index q:

C�
B T �

B + ES < 0

ES > 0

C�
B T �

B < 0

αq > 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒

T �
B

1−q
+ ES < 0

ES > 0
T �

B

1−q
< 0

1
1−q

< 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒ 1 < q < 1 +
(

ES

TB

)−1

, (17)

with T �
B > 0. As can be seen, the term ES

TB
has the dimension

of a heat capacity. Accordingly, the distribution in Eq. (11)
represents an inverse power-law decay with fat tails. This is
the result if one agrees to obtain temperature and constant heat
capacity of the finite bath in terms of the density of states �. In
terms of the phase space volume �, using Eq. (8), we obtain
C�

B = 2−q

1−q
, so Eq. (17) yields 1 < q < 1 + (ES

TB
+ 1)−1. This

result again indicates that the system distribution is an inverse
power law with fat tails, although in the thermodynamic limit
(ES → ∞, so q is confined to the unique value of unity
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implying C�
B → −∞), these q decays are replaced by the

usual exponential distribution.
It is worth noting that a particular case of the above general

result was also obtained by Lutsko and Boon [23] solely by
considering the integration over momenta degrees of freedom
so that ES/TB = DNS/2 [compare Eq. (17) above to the
one below Eq. (10) in Ref. [23]], where D and NS denote
the dimensionality of the phase space and the number of
particles in the system, respectively. It is indeed remarkable
that Lutsko and Boon obtained this particular result just by
checking the integrability conditions of the concomitant Tsallis
distributions [23]. However, the results of Lutsko and Boon
include neither the finiteness of the bath nor the necessity of
its negative heat capacity for the escort q distribution with fat
tails to emerge. Due to the generality of the present cal-
culations, one can also consider the influence of including
other degrees of freedom on the interval of validity of the
nonextensive parameter q: The more the degrees of freedom
are associated with the heat capacity of the system, the more
the interval of the possible q values is confined. As such,
the thermodynamic limit, for any system, corresponds to the
unique value of the nonextensivity parameter q, i.e., unity,
corresponding to the ordinary canonical case.

In contrast, in terms of the ordinary q-exponential distri-
butions, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as (13) with (14). With the
condition εq > 0 now, the following range of validity for the
index q is found:

C�
B T �

B + ES < 0

ES > 0

C�
B T �

B < 0

εq > 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒

T �
B

q−1 + ES < 0

ES > 0
T �

B

q−1 < 0
1

q−1 < 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=⇒ 1 −
(

ES

TB

)−1

< q < 1. (18)

The distribution in Eq. (13) represents an inverse power-law
decay with fat tails by adopting the density of states �. In terms
of the phase space volume �, using Eq. (8), we have C�

B =
q

q−1 , so 1 − (ES

TB
+ 1)−1 < q < 1. As expected, when the

thermodynamic limit is attained, i.e., ES → ∞, the value of q

assumes only unity, resulting in the usual exponential decay.
Finally, we note that all the results in this section rely on

one main ingredient: the dependence of the finite heat capacity
of the bath on the nonextensivity parameter q [check Eqs. (10)
and (14) for example]. Indeed, this is the sole source for the
emergence of the parameter q. However, the fact that the bath
has constant (positive or negative) heat capacity leaves us
with two main possibilities. The first possibility is that the
bath is composed of either a finite number of noninteracting
particles or particles coupled by a linear harmonic interaction.
However, when this is the case, a negative finite heat capacity
is physically impossible, so one only has a sharp decay with a
cutoff at the total energy for all q intervals certainly different
from an inverse power-law decay. The second possibility is
that the finite bath might be formed, for example, by a charged
particle with constant negative heat capacity (see, for example,
the beautifully clear exposition of this case in Ref. [19]). When
this is the case, one can indeed have an inverse power-law

distribution with fat tails, but this distribution cannot be the
Tsallis distribution since its heat capacity, being a negative
number, simply does not include any parameter q. However,
one can choose to write this number (i.e., the constant heat
capacity of the finite bath) in terms of a definite q value.
This ad hoc identification is not consistent though, since
the equipartition theorem is intact even for nonextensive
systems [7,24] so the energy and therefore the heat capacity
of the finite bath cannot have any explicit q dependence. In
other words, it is apparent that the nonextensivity parameter
q is merely originating from an illegitimate substitution for
the finite heat capacity of the bath as opposed to a possible
genuine nonextensivity in the bath.

A related work along this direction is the one by Hasegawa
[25], who notes that the nonextensivity index q emerging from
the classical finite baths depends mainly on the number of
particles in the system and only weakly on the bath degrees of
freedom. If the finite baths would be the genuine sources of the
Tsallis distributions, the finite heat capacity of the bath should
have an explicit q dependence that would be affected by the
bath degrees of freedom as usual. That this is not so indicates
the validity of the equipartition theorem for all cases, leaving
no room for a q-dependent constant heat capacity. In short,
one can indeed have inverse power-law distributions due to
the finiteness of the heat capacity of the bath. However, these
inverse power-law distributions are not Tsallis distributions.

IV. CONCLUSION

There has been a general consensus so far on relating
finite baths to the Tsallis distributions. According to this
view, the finite baths can have both positive and negative
heat capacities depending on the use of ordinary and escort
probability distributions [2–4]. It is also held that one can have
inverse power-law distributions of Tsallis form with fat tails
for all ranges of the nonextensivity parameter q.

In order to shed light on all these issues, we have rigorously
studied the probability distribution of the system through a
microcanonical approach and shown that it stems from the
interplay between any arbitrary system and the constant heat
capacity of the bath. Only when the bath has finite and constant
negative heat capacity, the system attains an inverse power-
law distribution with fat tails. The finite baths with positive
constant heat capacity lead to the system distributions with a
well-determined cutoff condition leaving no possibility for the
emergence of fat tails.

Whether one adopts the ordinary or escort Tsallis distribu-
tion is found to be irrelevant since the choice between the two
does not change the nature of the distribution, but only serves
for the same distribution to emerge in different intervals of the
nonextensivity parameter q. Consider, for example, that one
has a thermal bath with finite and constant positive heat capac-
ity. Having this information suffices to determine the shape of
the system probability distribution, i.e., a sharp decay with a
cutoff having no fat tails. However, the adoption of the ordinary
Tsallis distribution for this particular case limits the exponent
of the Tsallis distribution to the interval q > 1 [see Eq. (15)],
while the same physical case yields q < 1 for the escort
distributions [see Eq. (12)]. Therefore, it is the feature of the
finite bath that determines the shape of the system distribution.
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The most important question is finally to decide whether the
Tsallis distributions are indeed to emerge from the coupling of
the physical system with a finite bath. The answer to this is that
they do not since the emergence of the Tsallis distributions in
the finite bath scenario, be it ordinary or escort, requires the
constant heat capacity of the finite heat bath to be q dependent
[see Eqs. (10) and (14) for a complete check]. However, the
bath, although finite because of consisting of a finite number of
particles but constant nevertheless, leaves us with two options.
The first one is that the bath is composed of a finite number
of noninteracting particles or particles coupled by linear
harmonic interaction. Then it is impossible to realize a negative
finite heat capacity for the classical systems. The second option
is that the finite bath might be formed, for example, by a
charged particle with constant negative heat capacity as in
Ref. [19]. This case can indeed lead to an inverse power-law
distribution with fat tails, but this distribution cannot be the
Tsallis distribution since its heat capacity, being just a number,
cannot include any parameter q. Despite this, one can still
try to write this number i.e., the constant heat capacity of
the finite bath, in terms of a definite q value. This ad hoc
identification is not consistent though, since the equipartition
theorem is intact even for nonextensive systems [7,24], so the
energy and therefore the heat capacity of the finite bath cannot
have any explicit q dependence. In other words, between
these two options, the former cannot yield inverse power-law
distributions as necessary for the Tsallis distributions and the
latter cannot consistently yield any explicit q dependence in
the exponent of the inverse power-law distributions. In short,
the inverse power-law distributions are solely due to the

finiteness of the heat capacity of the bath and do not admit any q

dependence.
One might object to the above conclusion by stating that

the interaction energy between the system and the bath has
not been taken into account. However, if this is done, the
probability distribution is found to be neither exponential nor
q exponential [26] [see Eq. (18) therein]. We also note that our
results do not exclude the possibility of Tsallis distributions in
nonergodic systems such as those composed of classical long-
range interacting particles or in some regions of weak chaos
[27–30] since the ergodicity of the total system is assumed in
the present work.

Considered in the context of recent attempts to q-
generalized central limit theorems, our results on finite baths
seem consistent. There could be no q-generalized central limit
theorems if one could obtain Tsallis distributions from ordi-
nary classical systems coupled to finite baths. In other words, if
the finite baths were the source of genuine Tsallis distributions,
one would expect them to emerge from the ordinary law of
large numbers as an intermediate distribution despite the lack
of correlation. This is apparently not the case [1,27].
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